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 Issue 2 represents a new beginning in a couple of ways: first, we have introduced 
a familiar didactic to our content that will surely compliment what you are about to read, 
video. Second, you may have noticed that our website has changed. Consider it a re-
launch of sorts in the same direction with the help of some old friends. Become part of 
UFM all over again and thanks for the support.

Erich Roden
Publisher and Editor, Urban Firefighter Magazine

 Urban Firefighter Magazine breaks new ground in this issue by introducing video from our 
authors into their articles. This additional layer of presentation and compliment to the written word 
allows for more complete subject coverage and understanding. I wish to thank all of our authors who 
represent a cross-section of urban firefighters; and present us with fantastic articles that make us think 
and become better at what we love to do. Enjoy UFM and the culture it unveils about us, that you live 
every day.

Keep Fire In Your Life!
Sincerely,

Ray McCormack
Publisher and  Editor, Urban Firefighter Magazine

CONTRIBUTORS
FDNY SQUAD 61 FDNY’s Squad 61 has come together to discuss 
what it is that makes the squad company the incident commander’s 
most versatile tool when gaps are formed on the fireground. Come 
along with this special unit as they detail how they fill these gaps. 
(Page 2)

MARK GREGORY Lieutenant, Ladder 111 FDNY describes a 
position in the truck that carries with it more responsibility than the 
can it’s simply titled after. Discover why the can position becomes 
the fire floor’s lynchpin when it’s time to cover the search without a 
hoseline. (Page 10)

MIKE WALKER Battalion Chief, Battalion 604 Oklahoma City 
Fire Department realizes that it’s what the incident commander 
doesn’t see that’s just as important as what’s in front of him. Mike 
discusses some of the things he looks for from those inside so he 
can compare it to what he sees on the outside. That’s the ins-and-
outs of a continual size-up, and a safe fireground operation. 
(Page 14)

P.J. LANGMAID Firefighter, Colorado Springs Fire Department 
discovered what the face of seniority looked like while visiting 
friends out east.  PJ knew he didn’t actually have to travel to find it; 
rather, that it exists in every fire department; and he describes what 
it takes to really call someone a senior firefighter. (Page 20)

SHANE KLUG  Firefighter,  Engine 17  Detroit Fire Department knows 
that when you endure tremendous fire duty, you need a hosebed 
that’s up to the challenge. Find out the hosebed configuration that 
Detroit engine companies use that places efficiency, simplicity and 
the hose itself right where you need it, all in one bundle. (Page 28)

DUSTY DINES Firefighter, Rescue 31 Kansas City (MO) Fire 
Department doesn’t think the fireground should ever become a 
circus; particularly when it involves the search. Dusty tells us about 
a method of search that doesn’t make you look like a circus clown, 
but rather an elephant; and how to actually become the main 
attraction instead. (Page 34)

ANDREW BRASSARD  Firefighter, Milton (ON) Fire Department. 
Andrew discusses a secondary lock that has more up its sleeve, 
or cylinder, than meets the eye. Find out how to overcome this 
formidable lock so the engine can call for water sooner. (Page 40)
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DAVID RICKERT Firefighter, Truck 9 Milwaukee Fire Department 
makes the case that more is better when it comes to ventilation. 
Find out why fire blowing out the attic windows may not be the 
sigh of relief we think it to be upon arrival. And that a change in 
momentum may be all that’s needed. (Page 48)

ERICH RODEN Publisher and Editor of Urban Firefighter Magazine 
profiles Tim Olk, a photographer from Chicago. Tim’s photos don’t 
just provide great memories for Chicago area firefighters, but can 
get you promoted as well. Find out how on  (Page 60)
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 Detroit is an iconic city. Go anywhere in the world, say “Detroit,” and 
it strikes a set of images – Motown, Hockeytown, Chrysler, Ford, General 
Motors, Eminem,  Mile ... lso crime, foreclosures, poverty, white flight, 
race ... and fire.
 But these are mere snapshots, glimpses into a deeper, more complex 
and broken panorama.
 Once the proud center of the American industrial machine, Detroit is 
now an omen, a ghost of America’s future. No one understands this bet-
ter than the people literally putting out the fires, battling every day in an 
uncertain war.
 URN is a feature film documentary about Detroit, told through the 
eyes of Detroit firefighters, the men and women on the front lines charged 
with the thankless task of saving a city that many have written off as dead.
 Engine Company  is one of the oldest, proudest firehouses in the 
city. Located at Gratiot and Houston Whittier, on Detroit’s blighted east 
side, it’s one of the busiest firehouses in the United States.
 Every day, these firefighters face injury, disablement, chronic illness, 
death. They’re using outdated equipment and working for a meager wage.
 To say the city’s in trouble is an understatement – record foreclosures, 
unemployment, and a failing auto industry have made it ground zero of 

the foundering American economy. But there’s still life here ... even if 
some argue it’s not worth saving.
 The skeleton fire crews left in this crumbling merican city don’t deny 
that it’s sick, but they can’t view it as terminal, either.
 The media has swarmed on the city, sensationalizing its decay. But, 
until now, no one has properly explored the city and its people with the 
depth and detail they deserve.
 URN will follow the firefighters of E  and a rich tapestry of other 
Detroit stories – the educators, the reformers, the activists, the develop-
ers, the city officials. y following the lives of the firefighters at E , and 
the Detroiters around them, we explore human struggles and personal 
courage in the face of overwhelming odds.

This is an American story.

It needs to be told.

THE SYNOPSIS



This story can’t be told without 
support from you!

Click to see how you can help.
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 Fire Department City of New York (FDNY) engine and ladder 
companies always know where to go and what to cover during 
fires; their positions and assignments are predetermined by 
operational procedures. Furthermore, these procedures describe 
their operational positions and areas of responsibility at the majority 
of building types in the City of New ork City proper. Utilizing these 
procedures promotes accountability for each company and their 
respective members. These assigned positions allow the incident 
commander (IC) the ability to determine what areas will re uire 
coverage by additional resources such as the FDN ’s versatile 
s uad companies. 
 In 199 , the FDN  wanted to broaden its hazardous materials 
capabilities and re-designated seven engine companies as s uad 
companies for this purpose. These newly designated s uad 
companies fall under the Special Operations Command of FDNY 
(SOC). They are assigned to working fires within a designated 
response area and their deployment capabilities allow the IC 
versatility in fireground assignments as S uad companies can 
cover both engine and ladder company assignments. The following 
is a brief history of FDN  s uad 1’s incorporation into SOC:  

Squad Company 61 is housed with the 20th Battalion on 

Williamsbridge Road in the Westchester Square section of the 

Bronx.  Engine 61 was disbanded and reorganized as Squad 

Company 61 and assigned to the Special Operations Command 

on June 29, 1998. The squads (1, 18, 41, 61, 252, 270, and, 

288) are rescue pumpers equipped to operate either as an 

engine company or ladder company. The squads were primarily 

formed to deal with hazardous material incidents in the City 

of New York. In addition to responding to all working fires in 
their areas, squad company members are certified Rescue 
Technicians. They are trained in all facets of technical rescue 

including but not limited to: structural collapse, confined space 
operations, high angle rope operations, trench rescue and other 

related rescue operation as trained by the FDNY Technical 

Rescue School. They possess capabilities for surface water 

rescue and will support rescue companies in SCUBA operations 

as trained Dive Tenders.

 In a nutshell, the s uad is manpower tool that the IC can draw 
from as fireground needs arise. In conjunction with the normally 
assigned positions of the engine company, the s uads also operate 
under conventional ladder company positions designated as: 
S uad officer, chauffeur, can, irons, hook, and roof. These dual-
assignment positions allow the s uad to formally operate in any 
position with proper accountability on the fireground. The s uad 
may be deployed as an intact unit, or broken up into two, three-
person teams, or three, two-person teams. One or more of these 
teams may be deployed, with the balance of the unit available for 
other tasks. When a task is completed, the s uad reports their 
availability through the chain of command for a new assignment. 
 When the s uad arrives on scene and reports to the command 
post (CP), the IC assesses the proper assignment for utilizing the 

s uad’s capability. For example, s uad 1 arrives on scene of a 
working fire on the top floor of a six-story apartment house: there 
is heavy fire on the top floor with possible extension to the cockloft. 
Upon reporting to the CP, the IC orders the s uad officer to divide 
the company into two, three-person teams: one team to assist with 
roof operations, and the other team to assist companies on the top 
floor. These two teams are now designated as the s uad’s inside 
and outside teams. The inside team would consist of: the S uad 
Officer, Can and Irons firefighters; conversely the outside team 
would consist of: the S uad Roof, ook and Chauffeur firefighters. 
 The inside team would report to the sixth floor and assist with 
any tasks that need to be accomplished such as: searching for 
victims, pulling ceilings to check for fire and or extension, overhaul, 
etc. The outside team would report to the roof and assist with: 
surveying the exterior for victims at windows, assist in the removal 
of victims found on the exterior via roof rope, ventilation (bulkheads, 
skylights, scuttles, or cutting ventilation holes), and reporting any 
pertinent information to the IC that he can not see from his position. 

aving the s uads’ versatility at the IC’s disposal allows the IC 
to essentially fill the gaps  when fireground operations re uire 
additional coverage.
 Some fires do not allow the first arriving units to accomplish all 
the tasks needed to bring the fire under control. n example would 
include a first due ladder company needing assistance with victim 
removal from the second due ladder company’s inside team. The 
second due ladder company is usually tasked with operations on 
the floor above, so this crucial position would not be covered during 
the removal of the victim(s). enceforth, this gap can be covered by 
the s uad, who now assumes the duties of the second due ladder 
company. In other cases, the s uad company will perform engine 
company duties outside of their assigned response area(s). If an 
engine company is delayed for any reason, or if another hoseline is 
needed, the s uad is ready to fill another gap. 
  s uad company’s versatility transcends positional and 
assignment coverage on the fireground. The s uad can be used 
for any task the IC determines regardless of traditional engine 
and ladder company assignments. Case in point: as first arriving 
ladder companies are opening up a taxpayer building to get the 
first hoseline into operation, the s uad can lend a hand on the 
roof or open up adjoining stores. Moreover, checking cocklofts, 
basements, exposures and the rear of buildings will never be gaps 
found on any FDN  fireground. The s uad company’s flexibility 
allows the IC to deploy the s uad to check on these elements as a 
primary assignment.
 The s uad has the uni ue operational capability to operate 
as either an engine or ladder company; seamlessly transitioning 
between these two distinct tactical assignments re uires that each 
assigned position have a well defined role so that operational 
efficiency is maintained and maximized on the fireground. Each 
dual s uad position ensures that it remains versatile and capable 
to handle any fireground function:
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Squad Chauffeur
 The primary responsibility of the s uad 
chauffeur is the safe arrival of the company 
to the scene. While enroute, the chauffeur 
will also listen to the department radio for 
any updates concerning the status of the fire, 
which will determine the type of response and 
apparatus positioning. The chauffeur is also 
starting his preliminary size-up of the building 
and the status of the fire to help determine 
his duties. rriving at the scene, the s uad 
chauffeur, being the last member to get off of 
the apparatus, is in a position to bring additional 
e uipment for the inside team that is re uested 
by the s uad boss.
 Part of the s uad chauffeur’s tool assignment 
is the thermal imaging camera (TIC). This tool 
gives him the flexibility to check the status of 
the hoseline; and to become an integral part of 
the inside team’s search for fire and life. In the 
event additional help or e uipment is needed 
on the roof, the s uad chauffeur can proceed 
to the roof with an additional: saw, rope, or any 
other tools.

Squad Can
 The s uad can firefighter, operating as 
part of the inside team, works in conjunction 
with s uad irons and the s uad officer where 
needed. The designation of s uad can  
may actually be a misnomer; the s uad 
can position does not carry the 2 ½ gallon 
pressurized water extinguisher unless the 
s uad arrives ahead of the first arriving 
ladder company, and is assigned these duties 
by the IC. Rather, the s uad can carries: a 
six-foot hook, halligan and the hydra-ram . If 
the incident is a top floor fire, the s uad may 
also opt to take two hooks so the s uad irons 
firefighter has one too if needed. 
 During a taxpayer fire, the s uad can 
may opt to take two ten-foot hooks due to 
the prevalence of higher ceilings in these 
buildings. If the s uad is assigned engine 
company duties and ordered to stretch a 
hoseline from another engine, then s uad can 
will bring a nozzle from the s uad apparatus. 
It is good practice to take your own nozzle 
with you if stretching from another engine 
company’s apparatus, even if working in the 
s uad. Furthermore, there may not be one 
available on the engine company’s apparatus 
when multiple hoselines have already been 
stretched. S uad companies always adhere 
to sound, fundamental engine company 
basics.

Squad Officer
 As with any FDNY engine or ladder 
company, the s uad officer is responsible for 
the safety of the entire crew. When responding 
to a fire as a special unit, the s uad officer 
pays close attention to the department radio 
and handy talkie (HT). He is listening to all 
transmissions to anticipate the assignment(s) 
that the IC may give the s uad. Often times, 
the IC may be busy coordinating companies 
during the initial stages of an incident so the 
may suggest ways the s uad can assist. 
For example, hey chief, would you like my 
members to remove those (window) bars 
and throw up a couple of extra portables 
(ladders)  Or, would you like me to send a 
team around back to see how they’re making 
out back there  There are times when 
the s uad officer simply gets a list of tasks 
from the IC and assigns the s uad company 
members accordingly. Keeping tabs on 
s uad company members operating outside 
the purview of the officer may seem like a 
daunting task considering the myriad duties 
that could be performed anywhere on or in the 
building. owever, the s uad boss must be 
an experienced officer who has the capability 
to do it, and also change the operation or task 
to be performed as needed. The

SquadPhotos By :  David Collado
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Squad Irons
 The s uad irons firefighter, with the 
s uad officer and s uad can, consist of the 
inside team at most fires. The s uad irons’ 
tool assignment(s) vary and may change 
numerous times while enroute to a fire.  
firefighter assigned the s uad irons position 
for the tour must have a basic understanding 
of the tools to take based upon incident 
needs. The s uad irons’ primary set of tools 
is the irons (flathead axe and halligan). 

owever, radio transmissions from first 
alarm companies may give the s uad irons 
a heads-up’ on additional tools to consider 
based on potential obstacles faced by these 
companies. If a ladder company reports 
the presence of window bars on a private 
dwelling, he would take a forcible-entry saw 
with a metal cutting blade to the fire building. 
Keeping with a private-dwelling scenario, and 
in addition to bringing the irons, a six-foot 
metal hook would more likely be needed. 
 During commercial building fires, a forcible-
entry saw with a metal cutting blade will likely 
be needed to open locks and gates around 
the structure. The extra saw carried by the 
s uad irons firefighter will also complement 
first alarm ladder companies with: opening up 
the building to check for extension, victims, 
and create secondary means of egress for 
those operating in the interior. A search rope 
should also be taken in commercial building 
fires. With the ten-foot hooks brought by the 
s uad can firefighter, s uad irons can assist 
with pulling high or tin ceilings. 

Squad Hook
 S uad hook teams up with the s uad roof 
position. The s uad hook firefighter takes: the 
saw, six-foot hook and a halligan; the saw is 
usually a circular saw with a twelve-tooth 
carbide-tip blade at non-fireproof structures. 
The s uad hook and roof firefighters work 
in conjunction, however, the s uad hook 
firefighter will be the one performing any cutting 
operations. Moreover, s uad hook will be the 
one setting up and lowering the s uad roof 
firefighter during a rope rescue. The s uad 
hook and roof firefighters most often report to 
the roof during non-fireproof, flat-roof buildings 
for roof operations.
 During fires in fireproof’ multiple-dwellings, 
s uad hook will take the fire blanket to cover 
windows during potential wind-driven fire 
incidents. The fire blanket is used as a wind-
control device to protect members operating 
in an apartment or public hallway from being 
threatened by blow-torch fire conditions when 
wind becomes a factor. During a potential wind-
driven fire scenario, the IC usually deploys 
the s uad to get into a position to deploy 
the blanket. This is a gap that must be filled 
anytime wind may become a factor during a fire 
in these buildings.
 t private dwelling fires, the s uad hook 
firefighter may decide to take the chain saw. 
There are rare instances where the IC will order 
the company to perform peaked-roof ventilation 
and the chain saw may be easier to maneuver. 

t most private dwelling fires, the s uad hook 
and roof firefighters become the outside team 
and will enter the building via the sides or rear 
for vent, enter and search ( ES) operations; or 
to cover areas of the building other companies 
could not get to; or to assist with hoselines or 
further ventilation.

Squad Roof
 s mentioned above, s uad roof operates 
with s uad hook as the outside team. While 
operating on the roof, s uad roof will assist 
first alarm ladder companies with roof top 
ventilation (bulkheads, skylights, scuttles, top 
floor windows) and or roof rope rescues in 
progress. S uad roof will assist s uad hook 
with cutting the vent-hole; and pushing down 
the ceiling to expedite ventilation. S uad 
roof may also provide the IC with invaluable 
reports on the progress of roof operations or 
hazardous building features. In other words, 
he can paint a picture  for the IC about the 
goings-on on the roof, and if more resources 
are needed. 
 During mayday situations, the s uad 
company will work in conjunction with the 
rescue company and firefighter assist and 
search team (F ST) ladder company; as 
long as the s uad was not performing a 
role crucial to the outcome and safety of the 
incident.  prime example would be operating 
a hoseline that is protecting the search or 
interior companies. Like any engine company, 
the s uad simply can not drop the hoseline 
while members are operating near or above 
the fire, unless relieved by another engine 
company. Of significance, The FDN  utilizes 
a ’1 - ’ code for a missing member mayday. 
In these events, the s uad may be re uested 
to operate as the s uad while the normally 
assigned one is unavailable to assist the 
rescue company. 
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 The s uad company has become a versatile option 
for the IC and is never used in lieu of a responding first 
alarm engine or ladder company to cover their positions 
and responsibilities. Rather, the s uad company is there 
to fill in the gaps when these positions and responsibilities 
have not been filled for any reason. When other tasks 
surface that need attention, and all-hands are working, the 
s uad provides a seamless way to cover anything extra. In 
other words, the s uad is not there to get in the way, just to 
bolster operations.
 Firefighter Kevin Legacy of FDN  s uad company 1 
puts it best:  “You’re going in as a special unit, you’re a 

guest at someone else’s fire. When they put you to work, 
do your job; help the brothers out; and don’t be a hindrance. 

That statement sums up how we operate.”  
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Thoughts from the

Can Position
 At roll call, you have been assigned the can position. Your 
tools for the tour will consist of a six-foot hook and the two and a 
half gallon pressurized water extinguisher, or “the can” for short. 

ou are a vital part of the inside team along with the officer and 
the irons firefighter .
 It is three a.m. and as you sit in the housewatch, the computer 
jumps to life: the response ticket informs you of a phone alarm 
for a structural fire with reports of people trapped; you turn out 
the companies and take your assigned seat on the truck. Turning 
the corner of Decatur Street, the truck boss starts to rap on the 
plexiglas window separating the cab signaling to the firefighters 
in back that they are going to a ‘job.’ 
 Upon arrival, heavy smoke is pushing from the second floor of 
a four-story tenement. As you approach the building, you notice 
the lack of a front fire escape. This means you have railroad-style 
apartments - apartments  which run front-to-rear - and that as the 
can position, you are part of the inside search and rescue team. 

pproaching the second floor fire apartment, entry is impeded 
by fire extending out of the open apartment door. The truck boss 
calls the engine and re uests a handline; there is no response; 
the ladder company chauffeur notifies you that the first-due 
engine has not yet arrived. 
 The truck boss decides it is time to make a move: You direct 
the stream of your can at the fire in the doorway and you are 
able to knock the fire back enough so the balance of the inside 
team, the irons firefighter and truck officer, can make their move. 
The fire is driven back into the bedroom and you use your six-
foot hook to grab hold of the door and close it. As the door 
begins to burn away, you know that it is critical to save some of 
your precious, “ammo.” You notify the truck boss of the door ‘s 
condition and that they are working on borrowed time; no sooner 
do these words leave your mouth when you see the truck boss 
and irons firefighter dragging a lifeless body past you. The can’s 
remaining ammo is now used to protect your inside team’s egress. 
Crawling back towards the apartment’s entrance door, you notice 
the engine company has arrived; stretched a handline; and is 
waiting to get in and extinguish the fire. The victim is removed to 
the street due to a coordinated effort of the inside team and was 
feasible due to the successful operations of the can position.
 lthough this scenario is repeated daily throughout the fire 
service, the can is one of the most under-recognized tools carried 
on the truck. The can is a critical piece of equipment carried by 

the position under the same name and has proven itself capable 
of temporarily holding back fire and or protecting a rescue.  
Flashover has theoretical  temperature ranges between 900°F 
to 1500°F. The addition of well-placed, small amounts of water 
into the superheated atmosphere of the fire area may not inhibit 
flashover, but may inhibit a component of it, rollover. This may 
buy the truck company some time to either close the door to 
confine the fire and or escape untenable areas. 
 The can is valuable in keeping small fires in the incipient stage. 
Many have responded to alarms where the truck company has 
knocked the fire down before the first-due handline has been put 
into operation. The nozzleman of the first-due engine surely does 
not enjoy hearing, hey chief, we got it with the can;  although 
much to his chagrin, all of us are in the business of controlling 
fire; Period. 
 The can’s effectiveness in contributing to rescue is a great 
conse uence of carrying it at every fire. The two and a half 
gallons of water in the can could provide you with the ability to 
regain control of a door, or pass fire to effect rescue of a known 
life hazard;  an extreme circumstance on any fireground. The 
author recently had a fire in a very large multiple dwelling: several 
mattresses were set afire in the fourth floor hallway creating 
a serious life-hazard. Numerous civilians were presented 
themselves at the window in varying states of panic, trapped in 
their respective apartments. With determined inside teams from 
the first and second-due truck companies, the fire was knocked 
down as the engine company was approaching the fire floor; 
less than five gallons of water was re uired to control these 
threatening conditions. 
 On FDNY truck company apparatus, there are generally two 
types of cans: the pressurized water and foam cans. Many new 
firefighters ask, how do I determine what can to bring with me  
The answer is relatively simple: It begins with a personal size-
up from the can position and is based upon alarm information. 
If the response ticket relays a reported basement or cellar fire, 
the foam –can is the preferred option. Most basement or cellar 
fires involve heating e uipment run by petroleum fuel such as 
an oil burner. The foam can is capable of extinguishing “class B” 
fires; if the basement or cellar fire is not fuel-related, the foam 
can’s water component will also be effective on any “class A” 
combustible. For fires in other parts of the fire building or other 
floors, the pressurized water extinguisher is the can of choice.

By: Mark Gregory   |   Photos y: Mark regory
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 The can does have a couple of drawbacks:  its weight and 
quantity of water. The can is considered by some to be an awkward 
and heavy tool to carry. Although this critical piece of equipment 
weighs around twenty pounds, compensating for its awkwardness 
while carrying is accomplished by utilizing seatbelts or webbing as 
a carrying sling. The sling allows the can position to carry the can 
on his shoulder and also drag it while searching. Although the can 
has a limited amount of water, as stated above, small amounts 
can extend your interior operations. It becomes the quality of how 
the limited amount of water is used: Several short bursts from the 
can have been witnessed saving the lives of civilians and fellow 
firefighters. 

 The can is an extremely useful tool for the truck company 
firefighter assigned the can position at the beginning of the tour. 
There is an old fire service uote that states, More lives are saved 
by a properly positioned hoseline than by any other tool in the fire 
service.  That statement, while a truism in the fire service, can be 
paralleled with similar language regarding the can. The truck is not 
always afforded the luxury of operating within the purview of the 
engine company’s hoseline when performing the duties of an inside 
team. However, the can’s capabilities could mean the difference 
between making a positive or zero impact on the fireground.  
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PL Vulcan Fire Training Concepts
in memoriam Lieutenant Pete Lund

“Let no man’s ghost say his training let him down”

To Contact Us for Classes or Consultation Work Go to:

plvulcanfiretrainingconcepts.com

or email Mark @ TL111MDG@AOL.COM

 F.D.N.Y. LT. MARK D. GREGORY  •  F.D.N.Y. FF JAMES F. SANDAS    
Boston F.D. Captain PAT NICHOLS

F.D.N.Y. LT. Ray Strong • F.D.N.Y. FF Duane Wood 
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 The process of “size-up,” the gathering of information about the 
scene, has been taught for decades. Unfortunately, during most 
training classes, size-up is discussed as an individual endeavor. 
The need for shared fireground size-up information is not always 
stressed. The proof of this deficiency is no more evident than 
when reading National Institute of Occupational Safety and ealth 
(NIOS ) line of duty death (LODD) reports. Failure to perform size-
up -or inadequate size-up- and not sharing size–up information, 
are always a factor in these reports. The continuous sharing of 
size-up information is a key element for success on the fire ground.
In this article, we will discuss using two distinct locations to facilitate 
size-up that-if applied correctly- will greatly increase scene 
awareness and operational efficiency. The Incident Commander’s 
(IC) Exterior Size-Up
The nterior O ficer s ize-Up 
 Too often, incident commanders depend solely their own view 
of size-up as the correct  fireground operation view; when in 

reality, size-up is more accurate when viewed and evaluated from 
two sides. The purpose of size-up should be to visualize and hear 
what is happening on the fireground from others outside of your 
sensory reach; and then be able to understand the implications of 
that information. The feedback from inside the structure provides a 
view no incident commander should be without.
 Initial arriving officers must be mindful not to pull the tactics-
trigger too quickly and succumb to the temptation of “just getting 
to work.  Take the time to process what you are facing so you do 
not waste time correcting any oversights. This goes for both the 
exterior size-up as well as the interior size-up. 
 For example, being able to visualize the smoke that is showing 
is not enough. What is the smoke telling us  ow long the fire 
has been burning   Where is the fire burning inside the structure  
What type of fuel is burning? Are there signs of backdraft or the 
precursors of flashover  These are all elements of a proper size up 
inclusion/exclusion process.

Time Factor
 Depending on several variables -including how long the incident has been going on- one view of size-up may be more accurate than another view. Typically, early in the incident, the view from the interior has a more accurate perspective than the outside view. If the fire is still confined to the room of origin, the crews inside have a better perception of the environment because of their close proximity to what is actually burning. Conversely, later in the incident, the outside view may reveal more valuable information, especially pertaining to fire progression or fire extinguishment. 
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Outside View
 When the Fire- ttack officer believes they have successfully 
knocked down the main body of the fire and orders the nozzle 
firefighter to shut down the line: The officer reports to command 
they have a knock down of the fire; all the while heavy fire is still 
issuing from a portion on the roof. In this example, the officer is 
not able to see the fire above so the IC must report to Fire- ttack 
what is actually happening. If the IC fails to maintain a vigilant 
watch on the exterior conditions, the crews on the interior may be 
heading for a devastating surprise. 
 s the necessary information is conveyed between interior 
crews and command, the process of continued size-up is used 
to its fullest potential. So what kinds of information should we 
convey  We know there is such a thing as too little information, 
but is there such a thing as too much information? 
  ICs and company officers should avoid giving long oratories 
on the radio. Too much talk can interfere with other necessary 
information exchanges; keep your words on target explaining 
what you see and what you are planning to do next. 
 Command should be sensitive to the challenges interior crews 
are facing; and refrain from pestering them by asking for too many 
progress reports. The IC should reserve re uests for updates for 
particular times: If the operation is taking longer than expected, 
or if rapid-changes in smoke or fire conditions occur. Similarly, if 
conditions worsen inside the interior crews should immediately 
inform command.

Fire-Attack Crew
  s the crew assigned to Fire- ttack finds the fire room and 
begins to extinguish the fire, the officer should transmit a message 
such as, Engine One to command, we have water on the fire.  
Command now knows the progress of Fire- ttack and compares 
the radio report with what is visible from the exterior. If command 
still sees flames, crews on the interior need to informed. The IC 
should relay where flames are issuing from and the fire’s volume.  
Once informed of this new information, current resources can both 
reach and extinguish the fire or other crews will be ordered to the 
area for final extinguishment.
 Fire-Attack should communicate initiation of the attack, 
extinguishment progress, knockdowns, and unexpected problems. 
Items such as low attack line pressure, barriers preventing them 
access to the main body of fire, additional rooms of fire, or any 
other piece of information that paints a clearer picture of interior 
operations, and if assistance is required. 
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Search Crew
 Crews assigned to search should give periodic size-up 
information to command as they obtain certain benchmarks. The 
search team should inform command when they locate the fire or 
another one within the building. If they can, the door in the room 
where the fire is located should be closed in order to slow fire 
progression; then the officer should state where the fire is located, 
and how much fire they observed. Search should also inform 
command when they have completed their search on a particular 
floor and are moving to another floor in the building. If they locate 
a victim, they should declare their discovery and where and how 
they plan to bring the victim out of the structure. If the search 
crew needs assistance, this too should be transmitted. When the 
primary search is completed, the officer must inform command. 
The completion of the primary search is a significant benchmark 
that many ICs use as a determining factor when deciding on 
further operational objectives. As soon as the possibility of saving 
a life is addressed, the need to keep interior crews in an IDL  
atmosphere is lessened. 

Ventilation Crew
 The ventilation crew should also look for specific items that will 
help others on the scene get a better understanding of the incident. If 
the vent team is going to perform vertical ventilation, they should cite 
when they have completed the cuts and what the effect is. If the vent 
team reports heavy, hot smoke coming from the ventilation opening, 
command would hope to hear from interior crews that visibility is 
improving and heat is dissipating. 
 If the ventilation crew states that there is only light smoke coming 
from the ventilation opening the interior crews should also observe 
light smoke. If, however, the crews on the interior are enduring heavy 
smoke conditions and rising temperatures then the ventilation hole is 
ineffective and corrections need to be implemented immediately.  
 Ventilation should also inform command if they cannot complete 
vertical ventilation and why. Usually this occurs because conditions on 
the roof have become unsafe: which means either heavy fire exists, 
or the roof is showing signs of weakening. Either is a major safety 
hazard that must be communicated to command. If the ventilation 
crew cannot complete their assignment for any reason, command 
must be informed. The IC’s strategy will have to be modified upon 
receiving negative action reports. 
 If Positive Pressure entilation (PP ) is going to be implemented, 
the ventilation crew should inform interior companies when the blower 
is started; and the person assigned to observe the exit opening should 
state whether they see the desired effect of PP : which is increased 
smoke volume or fire from the exit opening. If that is not seen within a 
minute, this should be transmitted on the radio so the fan can be shut 
off. This is also another cue ICs should use as a gauge as to how the 
action plan is progressing. 
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Building

Construction
 ny article about size-up would be remiss if it did not mention how 
important building construction is to size-up. Although it is beyond 
the scope of this article to address building construction adequately, 
the main point that must be stressed is that we must understand how 
critical building construction is to determining the correct approach to 
the given situation. 
 Firefighters of all ranks must dedicate themselves in expanding 
their knowledge of how fire affects a certain type of building. Each 
type of construction has typical pros and cons towards the amount of 
time firefighters can work within them and what type of tactics should 
be implemented. Construction knowledge allows crews to understand 
an element of the fire scene we cannot change and how to adapt our 
operations towards it. There is no such thing as a one size fits all ap-
proach to fires or buildings. For example, if a crew has implemented 
an interior attack inside a Type-II strip mall structure with a roof deck 
supported by metal trusses, and fire is beginning to impinge the roof 
supports. This should be transmitted to command so that either the 
decision to withdrawal personnel, or if scene staffing permits, estab-
lish a large diameter attack line to begin cooling the structural mem-
bers while interior operations continue. ny company working on the 
roof will appreciate this information so that they can re-evaluate their 
safety. This bit of information will also clue the IC and other exterior 
operating companies to start checking for structural compromise on 
the exterior. 

  final note concerning building construction is that if crews believe they are working with a particular type of construction, and it is discovered that the initial information is incorrect, this must be conveyed to everyone. Confusion on what type of construction is being confronted is common. With today’s hybrid  buildings, it may be impossible to determine the construction methods from an exterior viewpoint. Single-family dwellings that look like a Type-  construction may in fact be a Type-II construction with light steel roof and or ceiling supports. This bit of information will have a significant impact concerning ventilation options and length of work time inside.
 Throughout the incident, conditions must be continuously observed, and information processed to allow for informed decisions. An important step to achieve a complete picture of the incident is to maintain a good dialogue between interior crews and command.  complete, ongoing size-up cannot be achieved through only the Incident Commanders perspective. When crews working inside and outside the structure know what to look for and what to do because they have communicated their size-up observations, it creates a more complete assessment of conditions and a safer fireground.  

An example of Inside & Outside Size Up
2-Story  Wood -Frame  arden Style partment  2  apartments under roof  no fire walls
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 With questions, serious concerns, humility, and deep respect, 
I set out on a journey while visiting friends in New York City and 

oston, to several firehouses to get a small sample of what time-
on-the-job  looks like. In other words, what the face of seniority 
actually looks like. 
 Fire departments around the country treat seniority differently. 
In some departments occupationally, seniority dictates: vacation 
choice, or assignment and transfers; for others, it has no formal 
value. The greatest value that I found, however, is that seniority 
holds a cultural necessity: informal company leadership. t 
numerous firehouses throughout the Country, mentoring occurs 
between the senior and the junior members of the company, 
historically. This necessary commitment to each and every member 
of the company is built upon a relationship of: trust, tradition, mutual 
respect, understanding, and expectations.   
 The difference between instructing and mentoring lies in 
formative relationships. To ensure operational and managerial 
success in the company. istorically this commentment both within 
the firehouse and on the fireground, officers will often rely on the 
senior members’ guidance. The best of the lot do this with great 
humility and respect; they are never overbearing.  
 The officer expects that this informal alliance will help to run 
the house in a way that is complimentary to the house itself: by 
not letting personalities, likes and dislikes get in the way.  Every 
member of the company should strive to do what is best for the 
team by emulating the actions of those who went before, and to do 
the right thing. Doing the right thing for the good of the unit may not 
always be the easy or popular thing to do, but it must be done to 
maintain trust.

 Seniority for some, has been experienced over decades of duty, 
while some gain seniority with much less time. Every firefighter 
wants to be part of something greater than themselves; some 
firefighters that are thrust into positions of leadership early on may 
lack a good example to follow. eterans who have stayed the 
course’ offer the new firefighter a wealth of information; for those 
who want to learn the safest and most efficient way to: stretch a 
line, force a door, vent a building, get into position, operate under 
different bosses, and learn when it is okay to stay and when we 
must leave. Like all greats, the best in the fire service are humble 
and will not boast of their actions or feats of courage because pride 
is best when internalized.
 How the lessons of seniority are passed on was pointed out 
to me by a seasoned veteran: The newer members come and 
sit at the kitchen table or stand at the tailboard listening intently 
as the senior members tell stories; or uses the current alarm 
as an opportunity to pass on information and lessons that were 
hard earned and compiled over many generations of firefighting. 
Like an oral history handed down to generation after generation, 
seniority is not always the main focus; however, its variables such 
as: providing leadership, company accountability, kitchen table 
judgments, experience-based training, and friendship in all aspects 
of our noble profession are timeless. 
 So what is the face of seniority? It looks like many of the faces I 
have had the opportunity to see firsthand while visiting friends and 
working side-by-side with others. Regardless of what it may look 
like in your company, it eventually should look like the one in your 
mirror. 

y: PJ Langmaid  |   Photos y: Scott LaPrade  Rob Reardon
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“The difference between instructing and 

mentoring lies in formative relationships.”
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“EVERY FIREFIGHTER WANTS TO BE PART OF 

SOMETHING GREATER THAN THEMSELVES.”
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Stay Connected.
Stay Informed.

Stay Urban.
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 When deploying initial attack hoselines, many urban fire 
departments opt for a reverse-lay stretch and water supply 
operation. Performing a reverse-lay offers many tangible benefits 
on the fireground, including giving firefighters the ability to leave 
the front of the structure open for the truck and later arriving 
engine companies; placing the first arriving engine company on 
a serviceable hydrant; and limiting dependence on tank water. 

owever, many fire departments have opted out of the reverse-lay 
option in lieu of forward-lays and preconnected hoselines. Using 
preconnected hoselines limits the engine company’s ability to 
overcome short-stretches and puts open space at a premium in 
front of the fire building. 
 The City of Detroit Fire Department (DFD) uses the reverse-lay 
exclusively. This stretching and water supply option has become 
the preferred method based on the experiences of firefighters 
during the unprecedented fire duty Detroit has endured over the 
last several decades. The DFD has discovered that the reverse-
lay provides the most efficient means of getting water on the fire. 
A reverse-lay hose stretch is best accomplished by using a static 
hose load from the rear hosebed. The DFD employs a unique 
static hosebed of 1 -inch hose filled out with 2  inch hose to 
make up “the Detroit bundle.”

The Detroit bundle is simple to deploy as a reverse-lay stretch: 
 The engine pulls in front of the structure 
 The firefighter(s) and officer (boss) exit the engine to the    

back step and pull off the appropriate hose (inch-and-a-half 
bundles)

 The engine proceeds to the hydrant, laying 2  inch supply 
line down the street.

  Once at the hydrant, the engineer checks to make sure the 
hydrant is serviceable. If it isn’t, he gets back in the engine 
and proceeds to the next hydrant. 

 Once the hydrant is deemed serviceable and is flushed of  
debris, the engineer proceeds to the rear of the engine,  
breaks down the 2  inch supply line that was laid down  
the street, and connects it to a discharge outlet. (The engineer 
has the option in the DFD whether to initially send tank water 
while making the proper connections to the hydrant and 
discharge outlet on the engine.)

 The Detroit bundle can be assembled with varying lengths. A 
typical Detroit bundle will have approximately 7  feet of 2  inch 
hose with a wye-gate on the end. The first line  typically contains 
three to five lengths of 1  inch hose depending on the alarm 
district. The first line is preconnected to one side of the wye-gate 
(with the other side of the wye in the ‘off’ position). With the wye-
gate positioned near the edge of the hosebed, the 1½ inch hoseline 
is now loaded in a “reverse horseshoe,” with the center portion of 
the loop hanging down far enough for the average firefighter to put 
his arm through the “loop” and “legs.” The legs of the horseshoe 

run the entire length of the hosebed. 
Two of the three lengths are usually loaded as the horseshoe, with 
the remaining one to two lengths “bundled” in a simple accordion 
load, approximately three to four feet wide, cinched together with 
sash-cord with a slipknot or straps. This smaller, first line bundle is 
set atop the rear of the engine on a shelf or the back step. Some 
DFD engine companies use only three lengths in their first line, 
loaded entirely in the horseshoe fashion, leaving only the second 
line bundle on the back step.
 The second line, typically three to four lengths, is another 
bundle assembled in an accordion fold three to four feet wide with 
the sash-cord. This larger, second line is set on top of the first line’s 
smaller bundle on the shelf or back step. The two bundles (first 
and second lines) are then secured to the engine apparatus via 
two seatbelt-type straps. Be mindful when using actual seatbelts 
as straps due to the difficulty in uncoupling the belts’ button-
type release with gloved hands. Furthermore, make sure to use 
manually adjustable seatbelts to adequately tighten the bundles in 
place.
 To deploy the Detroit bundle: the engine stops in front of the 
building and the firefighter(s) and boss proceed to the rear of the 
engine. The seatbelt-type straps are unlatched, and the second 
line’s bundle is removed and dropped near the curb. Next, the first 
line’s bundle is grabbed with one arm while pulling the reverse 
horseshoe loop with the other arm. The firefighter grabbing the 
first line’s bundle and horseshoe must ensure wye-gate comes off 
the hosebed. This firefighter may opt to walk backwards pulling 
additional 2  inch hose off if needed, or another firefighter may 
assist with this. 
 Once the desired amount of 2  inch hose has been stretched 
from the engine, the engineer may proceed to a serviceable 
hydrant. The wye-gate and horseshoe may now be dropped in 
the appropriate location, dictated by the size, presumed layout, 
and fire’s location in the building. The firefighter with the first line’s 
small bundle continues walking towards the front door, which aids 
in flaking out much of the horseshoe loop. Near the front door or 
entrance to the fire area, the small bundle is broken  and flaked-
out. Care must be taken not to bunch up the hoseline on the front 
porch or in an apartment lobby, et al. The boss and remaining 
firefighters can also aid in flaking-out the first hoseline while waiting 
for the engineer to charge the hoseline with tank or hydrant water.
If a second hoseline is needed, the second line’s bundle can be 
brought to the wye gate on the first line, and the bundle can be 
“broken” and connected to the closed side of the wye-gate. The 
second line’s bundle is then flaked out, charged and placed into 
operation. In conjunction with the need for a second hoseline 
during a defensive attack operation, the Detroit bundle’s 2  inch 
supply hose can be shut down, and a 2  inch nozzle affixed for 
an exposure line. Or, the 2  inch hose may be used to supply a 
truck’s aerial if necessary. 
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 For larger houses or apartment buildings, the wye-gate can be brought 
up to the entrance allowing for the use of the full length of the bundle. 
Even if the engine apparatus cannot get close to the front door, all of 
the hoseline’s lengths are available inside the fire building, something 
an overreliance on preconnected hoselines may prohibit. The setbacks 
created by commercial and multi-story apartment buildings’ lot layouts 
make a short-stretch almost certain with preconnected hoselines. 
 In the event of a multi-story building fire, firefighters have the ability 
to stretch many additional lengths of 2½ inch off with the Detroit bundle 
before the engine proceeds to a hydrant, to get the wye-gate optimally 
placed. Also, where a hose-roller and/or rope operation is used, the wye-
gate can be roped  to the upper floors, affording the engine company the 
entire length of the bundle. Stretching-short is virtually eliminated with the 
Detroit bundle and would be caused only by firefighters failing to properly 
estimate the stretch. For smaller multi-story buildings, the wye-gate can 
be left on the sidewalk or front yard to minimize kinks and facilitate flaking-
out of the hose. 
 Digressing, DFD engine companies are also set up with a second 
hosebed of 2½ inch hose that is also approximately 750 feet. This 
hosebed is mainly used as a larger attack hoseline. Fires that appear to 
be rapidly approaching defensive operations or are advanced may require 
that this 2½ inch hosebed be stretched simultaneously with the Detroit 
bundle hosebed. As with the Detroit bundle, this 2½ inch hose may also 
be used to supply truck company aerials. The finish used with the 2  inch 
hosebed varies much like the length of the Detroit bundles carried by DFD 
engine companies. Some companies create a small bundle (accordion 
load) out of a half-length so it can be dropped to allow enough hose to 
position around the fire building; other engine companies opt to reverse 
horseshoe an entire length of 2½ inch to grab as well. Moreover, some 
engine companies prefer no finish at all and pull the desired amount off as 
needed.
 Some final thoughts on the Detroit bundle and its accompanying 
hosebed of 2½ inch hose: When using a static hosebed, second and third 
arriving engine companies must BACK down the street to the incident 
(at least one engine must be facing opposite the first arriving engine). 
This allows for additional hoselines if needed due to bad hydrants or 
advance fires upon arrival. ll tools must also be removed from the 
engine prior to the apparatus proceeding to the hydrant. Single-housed 
engine companies may be on-scene for several minutes and must take 
the proper forcible-entry tools, ladders, etc. if needed immediately upon 
arrival. 
 When removing the second hoseline’s bundle, ensure it is set to 
the curb and not dropped in the middle of the street. This may cause 
a trip hazard for other members stretching the first line bundle and will 
block the street for subsequent arriving companies. When removing the 
reverse horseshoe from the hosebed, ensure that control is maintained 
with the wye-gate so it does not swing off the engine and cause injury to 
an unsuspecting firefighter(s). lso, ensure that when breaking  the first 
hoseline’s bundle near the front door, flake-out both the horseshoe ND 
the small bundle. Lastly, when flaking-out the larger, second bundle, be 
sure to remove all kinks in the hose as accordion folds lend themselves to 
endless kinks if not fully flaked-out and deployed.  
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 A ladder company’s inside team has the responsibility to 
force-entry for the engine and conduct a search for fire and life, 
respectively. This search should be done systematically, and 
choreographed to cover the most real estate in the shortest 
amount of time. When searches are conducted haphazardly due 
to firefighters using the circus elephant  method and losing their 
orientation, trapped or incapacitated occupants’ survival chances 
diminish.
   circus elephant search refers to firefighters whose only landmark 
is their partner’s boots while crawling. This type of search occurs 
as result of poor training and inexperience searching fire buildings. 
Using this type of search wastes valuable time as firefighters 
constantly attempt to reac uaint themselves with their partner. Circus 
elephant syndrome and the resulting loss of orientation can easily 
be remedied by reviewing and practicing sound search techni ues.  
 The old adage, If you can’t see your feet, you shouldn’t be 
on them,  holds true, especially in today’s fire environment. When 

crawling, we often get the urge to make up what we think is lost 
time by crawling uickly around the room. Unless members have 
a systematic approach to doing this, they can uickly lose their 
orientation for a couple of reasons: First, when you are standing, 
you can move your head and body around easily and get a glimpse 
of the entire room and entry way. Unfortunately, when you are 
crawling your head is facing down, and with your helmet and self-
contained breathing apparatus (SC ) on, it is harder to get this 
same view. y lowering one shoulder towards the floor and tilting 
your head to the side you will be better able to check overhead 
conditions and the area around you. 
 Second, when crawling, your primary means of orientation is 
via hand-to-wall. Unlike searching a training tower, dwellings are 
often heavily furnished and there is less wall than you may be 
accustomed to. It is common to lose touch with the wall due to 
objects and furniture placement; however, you should not lose your 
orientation. Try not to move objects as you search. This practice 
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inevitably leads to missing a window, or worse, accidentally 
obscuring a victim by moving a piece of furniture in front of them. 
 Search teams may also opt to utilize a thermal imaging camera 
(TIC) during search operations. While this tool is very effective, its 
use can become crippling if the operator of the TIC fails to assume 
the correct posture while scanning the room(s) or becomes over-
reliant on it. Searching with a TIC affords the search team rapid 
orientation and accountability for other firefighters. owever, if you 
continually remain in a crawling position, or use only the TIC to 
guide you and the battery dies, you will eventually lose orientation. 
This will bring your search to a complete halt as firefighters attempt 
to locate each other, find a wall, and regain direction. aving the 
member with a TIC routinely stop, assume a crouched or semi-
seated position, and momentarily scan the area (while remaining 
oriented with a wall), adds to efficiency rather than killing it. This 
member is often referred to in many departments as the oriented 
firefighter.

 While using the TIC, do not rush to judge parts of the room 
as unimportant or a waste of time to search. The inexperienced 
oriented firefighter with a TIC often describes to others searching 
that an area is just a few clothes in the corner  or an object is 
just a dresser . Everything must be checked by a firefighter’s 

hand or turned over with a tool prior to moving on with the search. 
     Even when search teams remain oriented, zero visibility and 
heat conditions can affect their productivity and search time. 
While you must continually monitor interior conditions, favorable 
conditions allow for more of the area to be thoroughly searched; 
when conditions are difficult, we must search the accessible 
areas as uickly as possible.  lack of search experience 
can lead to the urge to hold onto a partner’s boot to maintain 
accountability and orientation. This becomes the aforementioned 
circus elephant syndrome and prevents much of the search 
area from being examined. Furthermore, it doesn’t provide 
physical orientation with the building. Consider how slowly the 
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search will progress and how areas can be missed if firefighters 
concentrate on staying together instead of actually searching. 
     Search teams should still consider using an oriented firefighter 
to maintain contact with a wall if a large area is suspected. Other 
searching firefighters should spread out and rapidly fan the room. 
Furthermore, consider sending only one firefighter into a bedroom 
or other small room. One firefighter can search faster, especially 
with a tool to probe with. Two or more firefighters tend to fight each 
other for space and may spend more time bumping into each other 
than searching. aving one firefighter orient the search from the 
door and the other conducting the search, makes uick work of a 
room and maintains a systematic search. 
 Fanning the room means spreading out laterally from your 
search partner to cover as much of the room as possible. This 
does not mean you have to maintain physical contact with your 
partner when you are in larger spaces. s long as you are in 
voice or visual contact with your partner, you are accounted for.   
     s mentioned, searching with a tool to probe areas the 
firefighter can’t physically access makes a primary search more 
thorough; however, you should not swing the tool. The tool should 
be used to reach and turn over clothing and probe under beds and 
in closets. If something is suspect and needs to be examined more 
thoroughly, nothing beats a firefighter’s hand. our gloved hand 
will recognize a victim, but a tool will only let you know something 
is there. Tactile recognition means determining what a couch, 
cushion, pillow, boxes, etc. feel like in the dark with a gloved hand.  
     Finally, when victims are encountered, call for help immediately. 
Notify the incident commander (IC) and let him know the location 
of the victim, how you got there if you are a few rooms off the 
primary means of egress (interior stairs), and what you will need to 
remove the victim. lso, don’t forget to notify the IC or other interior 
firefighters regarding which rooms have not been searched.
  While it is never acceptable to miss a room after conducting 
search operations, failing to tell others you did not finish the primary 
search is even more unacceptable. lways remain oriented with a 
wall and your partner’s location and practice search basics so you 
can avoid circus elephant syndrome.
 It all comes down to time. Firefighters bring time in the form of 
compressed air in their SC s; trapped or incapacitated occupants 
don’t have much of it. y incorporating good search techni ues, you 
will ensure that the occupants will be breathing fresh air sooner. 
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The Cylinder
 The Cylinder is a Rim Cylinder; they come in either standard 
or completely round. The round cylinder was designed to make it 
more difficult to pull it out of the door. The cylinder has two 10 32” 
screws that come off the back that attach to the back plate; the 
cylinder is placed through a 1  inch hole drilled into the door 2 
½ inches away from the doors leading edge. The cylinder has a 
stem (tail) that comes off the back of the lock; this stem goes into a 
receiver that opens and closes the locking mechanism. The stem, 
moreover, comes off the back of the keyway. When the key is 
inserted into the keyway and turned the stem will rotate activating 
the lock.

The Back-Plate
 The back plate is what holds the cylinder in place. The two 
machine screws that thread into the back of the cylinder pass 
through two corresponding holes in the back-plate. There are two 
general styles of back-plates that you will encounter during your 
forcible-entry operation: The first type is the original style of back-
plate that Samuel Segal invented in 1912; this back plate is as 
large as the actual lock and is made from light weight steel. When 
attempting through the lock forcible entry on this type of back- 
plate, you will actually be pulling the screws through the metal 
comprising the back-plate. The other type of back-plate that you 
may encounter is a smaller and weaker back-plate that is found on 
most cheap “knock off” vertical deadbolts. This back-plate usually 
just covers the cylinder opening; when through the lock forcible-
entry is attempted, the back-plate is often pulled through the door 
as opposed to the screws being pulled through the plate.

The Lock
The lock is one inch thick, six inches long, and four inches wide. 
It has a hand-lock on the back side that allows you to lock the 
door once inside. The locking mechanism slides up and down into 
two looped receivers that are mounted onto the door frame, this 
essentially attaches the door to the frame.  The lock is mounted 
to the door with four screws. This makes the lock still susceptible 
to conventional forcible entry methods. These types of locks 
are secondary locks that are installed by the home or business 
owner after the property changes hands; unsure that the previous 
property owner has given all the keys to the new owner for the 
door locks, a new lock is installed to ensure the property’s security. 
Even though the vertical deadbolt design is almost one-hundred 
years old, it is still very popular and provides a descent security 
and a formidable forcible-entry challenge.

The Bezel Ring
The bezel ring is a small metal ring that goes around the cylinder 
to protect it from being pulled out of the door; it also gives the lock 
a more finished’ look. The bezel ring is usually flimsy and is made 
of white metal or brass; newer versions of the vertical deadbolt 
locks have much more substantial bezel rings on them that are 
made from steel and in some cases: Boron or another hardened 
metal or alloy. 

 Vertical dead bolt locks are the most common secondary locking device sold in North America; and  they are be found on both 
commercial and residential doors. Vertical dead bolt locks maybe used to secure both inward and outward opening doors. Furthermore, 
these locks can be defeated using several techni ues from conventional forcible-entry, to through the lock and modified-entry tactics. In 
this article, we will look at some proven techniques for forcing doors that utilize these types of additional security locks.

The Vertical Dead Bolt lock is a surface mounted rim lock and is made up of four major parts:
  The Cylinder
  The ack Plate
  The Lock
  The ezel Ring

By: Andrew Brassard
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Through the Lock Operations
 If you have the right game plan and the right tools, forcible-entry 
operations on these types of locks should be fairly straight forward. 
Conventional forcible-entry is the preferred method of forcible entry 
in commercial or residential situations when we are dealing with a 
working fire; but what about all the other call types where forcible 
entry may be required? During: alarm activations, medical runs, 
water and gas leaks, public assistance calls, etc., we often have 
time to try and use the through the lock forcible entry method as our 
primary entry method.

Size-Up
 As with any forcible entry operation, a quick and thorough size-
up is vital. You also want to be sure to ‘try before you pry.’ After you 
have established that the door is locked, you want to verify which 
locks are in fact locked: a simple way to do this is to place the adz 
of the halligan or the prying end of the Officer’s Tool in between 
the door and frame. Once the tool is in place the firefighter can 
pry slightly to see if there is any “play” in the door. If there is a 
considerable amount of movement in the door at the location of the 
lock, this is a good indication that the lock may be unlocked. After 
the size-up has been completed, your forcible entry operation can 
begin.

Pulling the Cylinder
 Selecting the tool you are going to use is important. Whatever 
cylinder puller you have on your truck, make sure you know how 
to use it. There are many different types of cylinder-pulling tools 
on the market today: K Tool, R Tool, A Tool, O Tool, and the Rex 
Tool. I prefer the Rex Tool, and feel it is the most versatile and a far 
superior lock pulling tool than anything else on the market. You will 
also require a key tool of some sort: you can use a standard one 
or you can use ones that have been fabricated into the handles of 

a pair of channel lock pliers. Some additional tools that you may 
want to have with you are a good Slot Screw Driver and a dental or 
automotive pick. Sometimes, depending on the material the bezel 
ring is made of, you may have to remove it with the slot screw driver; 
but for the most part, however, the blades of the Rex Tool will slice 
right through the cheap bezel ring and get a good bit in behind the 
lock cylinder. Some of the higher end bezel rings will actually aid 
the removal of the cylinder. Once the Rex Tool is in place, it will give 
a much larger base to pry on. Sometimes when the cylinder is very 
tight to the door, or in some cases flush-mounted, you may have to 
dent the door in slightly with the halligan and flatheaded axe to be 
able to get in behind the cylinder, although rare this tactic should be 
a well-known option. 

Rex Tool Method
 To pull the cylinder out of the door, simply place the Rex Tool 
- or other cylinder-pulling tool - directly above the cylinder. With 
blows from the flat head axe, drive the cylinder-pulling tool down 
onto the cylinder. Make sure you are watching where the blades 
are going: you want to ensure that the blades are being driven in 
behind the cylinder and that they are not biting into the face of the 
lock. The firefighter with the axe should only strike the tool when 
directed to do so by the firefighter holding the tool. Remember, you 
are just trying to set the blades in behind the cylinder; you don’t 
need to swing for the fences here. Once the blades are set onto 
the cylinder, the cylinder can be pulled from the door. To pull the 
cylinder from the door, the tool should be pushed or pulled sharply 
up or down depending on what direction is required. Sometimes for 
tough and stubborn locks, the Rex Tool can be rotated side to side 
to get the screws or back-plate to fail. To add additional leverage, 
protect the door from further damage, and give a firm base and 
reduce space between the tool and the door: Place the thin portion 
of the axe blade above the cylinder and underneath the head of the 
Rex Tool and pry.
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Unlocking the Mechanism
 Once the cylinder has been removed, you can start to unlock the 
door. Inside the hole where the cylinder was located, place the stem 
end of the key tool into the receiver on the back of the lock. Turn 
it all the way around until you hear the locking mechanism rotate 
and the vertical pins retract. I have heard people say and have 
read in some books that you always turn the locking mechanism in 
a counter clock wise direction to unlock the lock. This is not always 
going to work. It depends on the make and model of the lock. There 
is absolutely no absolute way of telling which way the mechanism 
will rotate just by looking at it, you will have to insert the key tool 
into the receiver and turn it to find out.  

The Shutter Guard
 More recent improvements to the vertical deadbolt lock are a 
device on the back of the lock called a shutter guard: also known as 
“the guillotine shutter.” This guard is spring-loaded and is designed 
to seal off access to the receiver on the back of the lock once the 
lock stem is removed. Operationally, the shutter is designed to 
prevent the lock from being opened with a screw driver or key-tool. 
To bypass this security measure, you will need a dental pick or an 
automotive nut pick to slide the shutter guard back. Place the pick 
into the hole against the shutter plate on the side closest to the 
middle of the door, use the pick to hook the shutter guard and pull 
it across. After the shutter guard is out of the way, the key tool can 
then be inserted into the receiver to turn the locking mechanism. 

Cylinder Guards
 Cylinder guards are an aftermarket installation that is designed 
to cover the cylinder keyway preventing it from being pulled. These 
guards come in all different shapes and sizes and are typically 
installed with four carriage bolts. These guards can be store bought 
or homemade, and are constructed of either steel or cheap white 

metal. When attempting the through the lock methods on these 
types of locks, you will be required to remove the cylinder guards 
first.  The most practical method of removing the cylinder guard 
plate is to use a method called “bolt-shearing”.
 Bolt-shearing is performed using a standard set of irons: you 
should only attempt to shear bolts that are a ¼ inch or smaller. To 
shear the bolts off, place the adz above the top of the guard plate 
and tap it into place behind the plate until it is up against the bolt. 
Once the adz is in place, a very powerful hit can be delivered. It is 
very important to deliver a powerful hit to get a shearing action. If 
you don’t hit the halligan hard enough with the axe head, the bolt 
will tear the metal door skin leaving you with nothing solid to shear 
the bolt against. On cheaper Brass or White Metal guards, only two 
of the bolts need to be sheared. Once the bolts have been sheared, 
the guard can be bent down exposing the cylinder. If the guard is 
made of heavier gauge steel, three of the bolts can be sheared 
and the guard  rotated out of the way. Once this is done cylinder 
removal can begin.
 Another type of lock guard that is very common is called a 
Mul T Lock Top uard,  or a Fichte lock.  These lock are very 

high security and through the lock forcible entry should not be 
attempted. The Top Guard has the cylinder actually built into the 
guard: the guard is attached to the door utilizing ½ inch screws with 
Chicago style bolts making shearing impossible.

Modified Through-the-Lock
 Modified through-the-lock is an excellent option for many 
different scenarios in forcible entry. Modified through-the-lock is 
essentially driving the cylinder through the door instead of pulling it 
out. Times where this is going to be an excellent tactic are:
  The cylinder breaks during through the lock operation
  To soften the door for conventional forcible-entry
  The lock back-plate is in the way of the receiver
  The shutter guard won’t slide 
  The cylinder has a guard on it
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The Cylinder Breaks During 
Through the Lock Operations 
 Sometimes, as with any forcible-entry operation, it does not go 
as planned; sometimes, during forcible entry operations, the face 
of the cylinder can break off. Usually this happens with cheaper 
“knock-off” locks; once the face has broken-off, the lock pulling 
tool will have nothing to “bite” onto making traditional through-the-
lock techni ues impossible. fter the face is broken off, a modified 
through-the-lock tactic can be utilized.

Soften the Door
 When a forcible-entry team encounters a substantially locked 
door with multiple rim locks, along with other types of locks, a 
modified through-the-lock can be utilized to make the door easier 
to force using conventional forcible-entry techniques. If there are 
three vertical dead bolts -and a key-in-knob lock- the door can be 
softened by utilizing modified through-the-lock techni ue before 
being forced conventionally with an axe and halligan. The pike of 
the halligan can be placed on each one of the rim cylinder faces 
and driven through the door causing the locks to be either driven-
off the rear of the door or loosened substantially. When the forcible 
entry team forces the door with the axe and halligan, it will be 
considerably easier. 

The Back-Plate Gets in the 
Way of the Receiver
 Through-the-lock forcible-entry is an inexact method, and from 
time to time things don’t go as planned: the back-plate getting in 
the way is one such problem that happens on occasion. After the 
cylinder has been pulled, the back-plate remains in the cylinder 
hole between the lock and the door. Sometimes it’s twisted or bent 
out of place making it difficult to get a key tool into the receiver. 
This is a great time to utilize a modified through-the-lock techni ue 
because it will utilize the hole that was created when the cylinder 
was pulled. This is a great forcible-entry option because the work 
that you did to pull the cylinder will not be wasted.

Shutter Guard Won’t Slide
 On occasion the shutter guard slides over and covers the 
receiver and won’t slide back over or the forcible-entry team has 
forgotten (or does not have) the pick tool to retract the shutter 
guard. This is another perfect time to use modified through-the-
lock.

Cylinder Guards
 Cylinder guards will not stop you from using a modified through-
the-lock entry technique: the hole in most guards happen to be the 
same diameter as the pike of the halligan, and the prying end of 
the Rex or Officer’s Tool. Sometimes the location of the bolt heads’ 
holes in the guard plate would make it difficult to remove the guard 
plate so a modified through-the-lock techni ue would be an option. 
Place the adz or the prying end of the Officer’s Tool against the 
cylinder guard’s hole and drive the lock through the door. 
Since the vertical deadbolt was invented, it remains one of the 
best and most widely used locks that you will encounter on the 
fireground.  ou must have a good understanding of how the lock 
works and know several entry options regarding these locks. Learn 
to examine these locks and your options so that you pick the best 
method of entry into the building. 
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The Vertical Dead Bolt lock has had many different 
names over the years, but the original lock was called 
a Segal Lock. The first Segal lock was made in 1912 
by a New ork City Police Officer Samuel Segal.  
Samuel Segal saw a need to protect the citizens 
of New York against what was at the time the most 
common breaking-and-entry method that the criminal 
element was utilizing at the time..... “Jimmying.” The 
term “jimmying” was named after legendary burglar 
turn movie star Jimmy Valentine.  Jimmy’s trade mark 
entry method was to use a prying tool in between the 
door and door frame to carefully spread the door away 
from its fame causing the standard tubular locks to 
pull out of their keeper. This was a very quick and very 
quiet method of entry that quickly became the standard 
forcible-entry method for the criminal element: hence 
the term, “jimmying”.  Samuel Segal saw the need for a 
lock that was “jimmy-proof.” He started making various 
locks and his first patented lock came in 192 . is 
designed was excellent because it actually attached 
the door to the frame making it next to impossible to 
spread the door away from the frame.

The Lock and its History

Special thanks to the following people for their 
help with the article and photos:
Bruno Lamarre
Mississauga Fire and Emergancy Services
Jeff Clayton
Brampton Fire and Emergancy Services
Chris Collier
FDNY
Justin Carson
Windsor Fire and Rescue Services
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 Prevalent throughout large cities in the Midwest and northeast, 
the two and a half story wood frame with a walk-up attic has been 
a fixture for over a century; and these structures present significant 
challenges for fire crews not commonly found in other types of 
structures.
 There is a saying in the fire service, as goes the first line so 
goes the fire;  in the case of the full attic fire, you can amend that 
to: as goes the first truck so goes the fire.
  chieving a successful outcome for these types of fires relies 
heavily on aggressive, coordinated truck work; so much so, that 
incidents in these structures are regularly referred to as, truck 
fires. In other words, an aggressive stance, which includes roof 
ventilation, should be undertaken by the first due truck company.
     It is in fact paramount to successfully dealing with walk-up attic 
fires.
To gain an understanding of this type of fire ,one must first look at 
some of the properties and uni ue dynamics created by fire in a 
large peaked roof space.

 First and foremost, unlike fires on other floors, the peaked-roof 
creates a large area (the peak-space) for: gas-phase fuel, unburned 
pyrolizates, and flammable products of incomplete combustion to 
gather. This peak-space or accumulation zone (fig. 1) is an ideal 
place for an over-rich atmosphere to develop,  and is notoriously 
hard to ventilate horizontally. The only safe and reliable way to get 
rid of these hot fire gases is to create a large opening above them. 
The size of this accumulation zone varies, and is a function of the 
distance from the peak to the top of the attic windows. This can be 
referred to as the drop down. (fig. 1) The drop down is the best 
way to quickly gauge the peak-space and determine the criticality 
of effecting rapid, topside ventilation. This distance can vary widely 
but is usually from four to ten feet. (On the model the drop down 
is seven feet ).It becomes this peak-space, or accumulation zone, 
that creates the greatest hazard.

fig. 1

Peaked Roofs
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                 Even if the peak-space is ignored for a moment, window 
size and number are usually woefully inadequate to properly vent a 
fire in a full-sized attic. When most of these homes were built ,the 
attics were not intended for habitation. Furthermore the windows 
in these attics were incorporated for aesthetics, without any 
consideration given to purpose or practicality. It is not uncommon to 
have very large and elaborate windows toward the front or street-
side of a structure, and have small or non-existent ones in the rear 
of the building. In addition, window placement is limited to the ends 
of the gable or house.
             There is a common misconception that when heavy fire is 
venting from an attic window, no further ventilation is necessary, 
when in fact the opposite is true. This falls under the category of 
mistaking SOME ventilation for DE U TE ventilation; and is an 

all too common mistake when sizing up fire conditions in the attic 
space. Fire venting from a window should be used as an indication 
or indicator, rather than a contraindication that further venting is 
necessary. The reason for this is: venting of the window has now 
increased the volume and intensity of the fire to the point that the 
by-products of combustion(flame,superheated gases and smoke), 
will overwhelm the window opening and enter into the peak-space. 
This will rapidly degrade conditions and involve the rest of the 
attic. In addition, assuming the heat of the fire was hot enough 
to break the window and/or self-vent means the peak-space has 
already become fully- charged with smoke and heat. As such, this 
is not only an inaccurate or erroneous statement, but a dangerous 
assumption.

At t ic Windows

 This graphic assumes fire in ol ing the ront o  the attic and highlights some basic beha ior: 
The fire has self-vented out the attic windows in front, grown uickly beyond control of the window, and 
forced into the peak-space. Fresh air can be drawn from a number of sources including: stairwells, between 
studs of balloon frame construction, attic windows, eave areas damaged by animals or neglect, and floor 
areas breached for chimneys, pipe chases, ducting, or conduit. This is important because it will determine 
not only how uickly the fire grows, but also how uickly an over-rich atmosphere will develop. The hottest, 
most turbulent atmosphere will be located directly above and adjacent to the fire. s one moves away from 
this point, the atmosphere, while still superheated, will become less turbulent and begin to stratify with the 
hottest least dense fire gases at the peak, and the coolest, densest smoke closest to ground level.

fig. 2
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 Attics are generally comprised of a single, large common area 
(floor to peak, front of the house to the rear.) When unfinished, 
these attics have a large amount of exposed, century old wood 
(joists, rafters, roof, and floor boards).This makes them capable of 
releasing huge amounts of heat and smoke during a fire; consider 
a barn fire on top of a two story house. This is significant not only in 
the amount of fire and heat that can be generated, but also critical 
fire behavior such as rapid fire events that will often involve or 
affect the entire attic space simultaneously. This is not a room fire, 
but rather an entire floor fire.
  The presence of these peaked-roofs, attic windows, and large 
common spaces described above are the main reasons that truck 
crews need to consider roof ventilation a primary rather than a 
secondary concern during these types of fires. There are other 
considerations; however, barring a forcible entry problem that the 
engine cannot handle, or an immediate life hazard, NONE are as 
important as getting a truck to the roof and vertically ventilating.

Two uestions: What do we hope to accomplish with vertical 
ventilation  nd, what are we really accomplishing by performing 
roof ventilation  The simple answer of course is: to localize the 
fire and ent e cessi e heat, smoke and fire gases; and for 
real-world firefighting, maybe that is all we need to know. For the 
purposes of this article however, examining some of the lesser-
known phenomena will serve us well in fully understanding why 
vertical ventilation is the keystone of a successful peaked-roof 
strategy:

Large common Spaces
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Depressurize the space:  well-involved attic fire will pressurize 
the attic. This pressure will not be constant, but vary widely 
throughout the attic space causing the smoke and fire contained 
within to behave erratically; and forcing smoke and heat into places 
it would not normally exist. y creating a sufficiently-sized opening 
above the fire, you effectively depressurize the attic space and 
remove some of the unpredictability and aggressiveness of the fire.

tabilize the atmosphere: The attic will contain smoke and fire 
gases in various states of flux, many of which are highly flammable. 
Moreover, these will be turbulently mixing within the attic space. This 
creates a highly unstable atmosphere. Highly unstable atmospheres 
are associated with all extreme fire events (flashover, backdraft, 
rapid fire development, smoke explosions, etc.). This unstable 
atmosphere if left unventilated or under-ventilated, will present 
many challenges to the advancing engine company. Introduction of 

hose-streams into such atmospheres can have unpredictable and 
sometimes disastrous results. enting the roof accelerates the fire 
but at the same time removes many of the destabilizing elements 
from the peak-space.  well-vented fire is: more predictable, easier 
to locate, control, and ultimately extinguish.

Change fire momentum rom horizontal to ertical: Even when 
attic windows are venting, the fire and associated hot gas layer is 
generally moving along a horizontal plane within the attic. It can 
move rapidly across this space and bank untenable heat right down 
to floor level. enting the roof adds an important vertical element 
to the e uation; and when it is of sufficient size, will change the 
momentum of the fire from horizontal to vertical, giving the engine 
crew critical headroom to operate safely and extinguish the fire.
(see ideo).

 perfect example of attic windows venting heavy fire and the engine crew unable to make any headway 
until the truck vertically ventilates.Note the considerable reduction of fire volume from the attic window 
post- vent vs the pre- vent volume.This is a prime example of how a good vent can change a fire with 
an aggressive horizontal component to a much more passive vertical one,venting harmlessly to the 
outside.i.e changing the fire momentum from horizontal to vertical.

change of fir e moment um

video
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Make it right: Locate the hole in the right place at the right time;

Make it big: Three or four foot teepee,’ or coffin-cuts’ will generally 
yield openings below ten s uare feet. This is better than nothing; 
however it will not be entirely adequate either. Cutting from the 
aerial or the ridge, or trying to reach out from a single roof ladder on 
steep roofs is generally: unproductive, dangerous and inefficient. 
Utilizing: proper techniques, holes as large as thirty, forty, or even 
fifty s uare feet can be accomplished uickly, even on steeply-
pitched roofs; 

Make it once: One big hole in the right place should do the trick, 
although there are exceptions to this rule;

Make it o : Once opened up, get off the roof; you can always 
go back up once the fire is knocked down; It may not always be 
possible to place the hole directly over the fire. This does not 
mean that vertical ventilation should be abandoned. Rather, a 
large benefit can still be gained by opening the hole in reasonable 
proximity to the fire, as long as it does not draw the fire into or on 
top of the crews operating inside. In other words, make sure the 
crew is not in between or directly under the hole you are opening 
and the fire. This is why it is critical for the roof crew to coordinate 
operations with crews inside the fire building;

Coordinate: This includes communication, timing, and location;

nitiate: egin making your opening;

Terminate:  Complete the opening and get down.

The hole

(slow mot ion) 
It’s much easier to see in slow motion, watch closely as the 
hole is pulled then erupts.Notice how even after the initial 
explosive venting the fire dances for the duration of the 
video, indicating that flammable gas is still being vented 
above the fire seated in the attic directly below.

This video shows the potential explosiveness of the hot gas 
layer. In this case the hole is almost directly above the fire, 
which has self vented through a window, leaving only the 
most buoyant,least dense,and very flammable gas in the 
peak space.When this is released, it ignites immediately 
upon contact with the air, and does this explosively creating 
a large fireball.Imagine this energy being directed into crews 
operating within the structure

Pul l ing t he Hole

video

video
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Part  
 A simple breakdown of some of the numbers shows just how 
critical ventilation can be for attic spaces. All numbers in Part I are 
based on the model pictured above:
 Entire attic space - 1 , 00 cubic eet
 verage sized room (1 ’ x 12’) ceilings - 1 20 cubic eet 
 Peak-space/accumulation zone¹ of the attic - 29 0 cubic eet
 Dead-space/accumulation zone² of averaged size room -
 2 0- 0 cubic eet
 Total volume of the attic is eight times that of the average   
 sized room.
 The peak-space/accumulation zone of the attic is eight to   
 t el e times that of the dead-space/accumulation zone in the  
 average sized room.

¹ Peak space/accumulation zone is the hard-to-ventilate area  

 above windows in the attic.

² Dead space/accumulation zone is the hard-to-ventilate area  

 abo e windows on all other oors.

THIS IS NOT JUST ANOTHER ROOM AND CONTENTS FIRE!!
 Part I gives you a good idea of the volumes you may be dealing 
with in a walk-up attic vs. the average size room. Part II will address 
the size of windows vs. volume of the space to be ventilated; and 
note this as a ratio, which may be referred to as the potential vent 
ratio (PVR):

Part 
 Modeling a house’s exterior and then deriving numbers from 
the model is relatively easy and accurate. Modeling an entire 
house’s interior and exterior, top to bottom, and then assigning 
dimensions to rooms and windows becomes a bit too complicated 
and hypothetical. Part II bases all measurements on an actual 
house. The house is pretty typical for the type (1  years old, full 
attic, balloon frame, with a twelve-twelve 12:12  pitched-roof) and 
should yield some reliable averages when determining the numbers 
and derived ratios.
• Only rooms were measured; hallways, closets, landings and 

stairways are not included.

The Mat h

fig. 3
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Room 
volume 

(cubic ft.)

Window 
area   

(sq.ft)

 PVR            

room vol./
window area

1st Floor -Total
Den

Dining room

Living Room (front)

Kitchen

2nd floor-Total
Bedroom

Bedroom

Bedroom (front)

Bathroom

Attic

6000 168.5 35.6:1

1035 24.50 42:1
1485 45 33:1
2394 68 35:1
1086 31 35:1

5032 104 48.3:1

1368 23 60:1
1250 23 54:1
1760 48 37:1
654 10 65:1

9000 32 281:1

The Numbers’ Specifics:
 The first floor of a structure will offer the best chance of 
affecting rapid and adequate ventilation due to numerous and 
accessible windows.
 The second floor still presents good ventilation potential, 
albeit with a few more obstacles and restrictions due to less 
numerous and accessible windows.
 The attic, even with windows vented, will make advancing 
hoselines and extinguishing the fire exceedingly difficult; 
adequate ventilation can only be achieved by creating new 
vent openings, preferably at the highest point: the roof.
 The PVR of the attic is eight times the room average on 
the first floor, and six times that of rooms on the second floor. 
To achieve an e uivalent P R for the first floor would allow for 
only two, five by two foot windows
 The attic has thirty-two square feet of potential vent space 
(windows);  we can double that number by making a good 
sized roof opening, which will essentially halve the PVR, and 
create an opening in the best possible location.

The main l imitat ions of t he PVR rat io are :
t does not address indo  location.

 You could have similar PVRs, but also have very different 
ventilation profiles based on the location of the windows (i.e. 
a window located at the top of the wall will vent much more 
efficiently than a window located near the bottom) but for the 
most part, it is safe to assume that windows not in the attic 
will be located somewhere near the center portions of the wall. 
Therefore, with regards to floors located below the attic, there 
is a similar point of reference.
 It cannot be determined when units pull up on-scene. As 
an initial size-up tool, it is relatively worthless. However, as 
a postmortem, what went wrong  evaluator, it may be pretty 
enlightening.
 Since this is an article on walk-up attic fires, I hesitate to 
read too much into the implications the PVR may have on other 
firefighting efforts, but the implications for attic fires are VERY 
CLEAR: additional venting is needed. 
           

Pot ent ial  Vent  Rat io Graphic:
 The chart essentially reflects what you’d expect: The lowest 
P R numbers (highest potential ventilation) are on the 1st floor, 
which is mainly occupied during waking hours when natural 
lighting (windows) can best be utilized. Furthermore, higher 
P R numbers (less potential entilation) are found on the 2nd 
floor where the bedrooms are located; and the highest P R 
number (least potential ventilation) is found in the attic space.

Summat ion:
 While the assumptions of fire behaviors and phenomena described 
in this article come largely from observational experience, and not from 
specific scientific study or testing, it in fact becomes empirical when the 
same behaviors and results are witnessed time and again during fires 
involving large attic spaces. Henceforth, a strong case for early commitment 
to the roof during full attic fires has been made. ggressive action and 
decision making by truck crews, properly executed, should payoff in: higher 
success rates, safer and faster knockdowns, reduced overhaul in both time 
and effort, and less time on-scene. 

ou can contact the author
Send your question or comments to:
Da id Rickert
twelve12pitch att.net
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 I have been going to Tim Olk’s website: olkee.smugmug.com 
for a long time; so do many others I know. Why? It’s not just that 
Tim takes great photos; it’s that Tim takes a ton of them.  Many 
in my fire department myself included- have used his photos to 
study for promotional exam assessment centers and it has paid 
off twice in my career, literally. I mean, you could run through an 
assessment center fire problem every day using a different fire 
he shot every time. Try it, and be sure to thank Tim later…
 Seriously, however, Tim’s selfless contributions to fire 
photography like every fire photographer we see when we 
come out of the fire building- are invaluable, as they capture fire 
service history as it is unfolding; history that we can re-hash in 
front of the firehouse computer during the next tour these days. 
What’s more, many firefighters in Chicago, and points nearby, 
have told Tim, “When I return home from a tour, my son or 
daughter asks what I did at work last night.” I say, “Rather than 
tell you, let’s go to Tim’s website and I’ll show you.”
 Tim has been taking photos of Chicago area fire departments 
for twenty-eight years. e has photographed virtually every type 
of fire and incident imaginable and has even assisted police 
departments during investigations. Tim has worked for several 
paid-on-call fire departments in the Chicago area; is current gig 
is as a regional director of the International Fire Photographers 
Association covering: Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, 
Indiana, and Missouri. 
 Tim’s favorite photos are the ones that show new firefighters 
in action; or a group photo after said new firefighter’s first fire. 
Anyone who has had their photo taken with their crew after a 
fire during their proby year would agree that photos like that are 
priceless, and Tim has thousands of them.  
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Chicago Fire Deaprtment S uad 2 members help out families of reserve marines that are over in Ira   during family day at the reserve 
center. Several members of S uad 2 were marines before they became firefighters. The four marines in this picture recently came home 
from a service for one of their own that was killed in Ira . Let us never forget the service and sacrifices of our armed forces. 

Photo By: Tim Olk
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